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Nok culture
For the water spirits, see Nokke.
The Nok culture appeared in Nigeria around 1000 B.C. and
mysteriously vanished around 500 AD in the region of West Africa.
This region lies in Central Nigeria. The culture’s social system is
thought to have been highly advanced. The Nok culture was considered
to be the earliest sub-Saharan producer of life-sized Terracotta. It is
suggested that the society eventually evolved into the later Yoruba
Kingdom of Ife.
The refinement of this culture is attested to by the image of a Nok
dignitary at the Minneapolis Institute of Arts. The dignitary is
portrayed wearing a "shepherds crook" affixed with an elastic material
to the right arm ([1], [2]). The dignitary is also portrayed sitting with
flared nostrils, and an open mouth suggesting performance. According
to some accounts, based on artistic similarities to both early Yoruba art
forms and Nok forms, there may be connections between them and the
contemporary Yoruba people. Later brass and terracotta sculptures of
the Ife and Benin cultures show significant similarities with those
found at Nok.

Nok sculpture, terracotta, Louvre

Iron use, in smelting and forging for tools, appears in Nok culture in
Africa at least by 550 BC and more probably in the middle of the second millennium BC (between 1400 BC and
1600 BC depending on references).[3]

Sculptures

Area of the Nok culture

Nok sculptures also depict animals and humans. Their function is still
unknown, since scientific field work is still missing. For the most part,
the terracotta is preserved in the form of scattered fragments. That is
why Nok art is well known today only for the heads, both male and
female, whose hairstyles are particularly detailed and refined. The
statues are in fragments because the discoveries are usually made from
alluvial mud, in terrain made by the erosion of water. The terracotta
statues found there are hidden, rolled, polished, and broken. Rarely are
works of great size conserved intact making them highly valued on the
international art market.

The terracotta figures are hollow, coil built, nearly life sized human
heads and bodies that are depicted with highly stylized features, abundant jewellery, and varied postures. Some
artifacts have been found illustrating a plethora of physical ailments, including debilitating disease and facial
paralysis. Other associated pieces include plant and animal motifs.
Little is known of the original function of the pieces, but theories include ancestor portrayal, grave markers, and
charms to prevent crop failure, infertility, and illness. Also, based on the dome-shaped bases found on several
figures, they could have been used as finials for the roofs of ancient structures.
Margaret Young-Sanchez, Associate Curator of Art of the Americas, Africa, and Oceania in The Cleveland Museum
of Art, explains that most Nok ceramics were shaped by hand from coarse-grained clay and subtractively sculpted in
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a manner that suggests an influence from wood carving. After some drying, the sculptures were covered with slip
and burnished to produce a smooth, glossy surface. The figures are hollow, with several openings to facilitate
thorough drying and firing. The firing process most likely resembled that used today in Nigeria, in which the pieces
are covered with grass, twigs, and leaves and burned for several hours.
In 1928, the first find was accidentally unearthed at a level of 24 feet in
an alluvial tin mine in the vicinity of the village of Nok near the Jos
Plateau region of Nigeria (Folorunso 32). As a result of natural erosion
and deposition, Nok terracottas were scattered at various depths
throughout the Sahel grasslands, causing difficulty in the dating and
classification of the mysterious artifacts.
Luckily, two archaeological sites, Samun Dukiya and Taruga, were
found containing Nok art that had remained unmoved. Radiocarbon
and thermo-luminescence tests narrowed the sculptures’ age down to
between 2,000 and 2,500 years ago, making them some of the oldest in
West Africa.
Because of the similarities between the two sites, archaeologist
Graham Connah believes that "Nok artwork represents a style that was
adopted by a range of iron-using farming societies of varying cultures,
rather than being the diagnostic feature of a particular human group as
has often been claimed."

Female Statue
48 cm tall
Age: 900 to 1,500 years

Discovery
The Nok culture was discovered in 1928 on the Jos Plateau during tin
mining [4] .
Lt-Colonel John Dent-Young, an Englishman, was leading mining
operations in the Nigerian village of Nok. During these operations, one
of the miners found a small terracotta of a monkey head. Other finds
included a terracotta human head and a foot. The colonel, at a later
date, had these artifacts placed in a museum in Jos.[5] [6] .
In 1932, a group of 11 statues in perfect condition were discovered
near the city of Sokoto. Since that time, statues coming from the city of
Katsina were brought to light. Although there are similarities to the
classical Nok style, the connection between them is not clear yet.
Later still, in 1943, near the village of Nok, in the center of Nigeria, a
new series of clay figurines were discovered by accident while mining
tin. A worker had found a head and had taken it back to his home for
use as a scarecrow, a role that it filled (successfully) for a year in a yam
Nok rider and horse
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field. It then drew the attention of the director of the mine who bought
Age: 1,400 to 2,000 years
it. He brought it to the city of Jos and showed it to the trainee civil
administrator, Bernard Fagg, an archaeologist who immediately
understood its importance. He asked all of the miners to inform him of all of their discoveries and was able to amass
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more than 150 pieces. Afterwards, Bernard and Angela Fagg ordered systematic excavations that revealed many
more profitable lucky finds dispersed over a vast area, much larger than the original site. In 1977, the number of terra
cotta objects discovered in the course of the mining excavation amounted to 153 units, mostly from secondary
deposits (the statuettes had been carted by floods near the valleys) situated in dried-up riverbeds in savannahs in
Northern and Central Nigeria (the Southwestern portion of the Jos Plateau).
Later, new discoveries had been found in an increasingly larger area, including the Middle Niger Valley and the
Lower Benue Valley. According to the Physiologist A. O. Olubunmi in his controversial book "The Rise and Fall Of
The Yoruba Race 10,000BC-1960 AD", Proto Yorubas were the creators of Nok civilization, and the mystery of the
disappearance of the Nok civilization is attributed to the disappearance of Yorubas from northern Nigeria due to
racial assimilation. This controversial theory can be regarded as racist.

Notes
[1] http:/ / www. metmuseum. org/ toah/ hd/ nok/ hd_nok2. htm
[2] http:/ / www. artsmia. org/ viewer/ detail. php?id=5368& v=12& dept=8
[3] http:/ / wysinger. homestead. com/ iron_in_subsaharan. pdf ; Jared Diamond, 'Guns, Germs, and Steel: The Fates of Human Societies' (1997)
Chapter 19 ; Duncan E. Miller and N.J. Van Der Merwe, 'Early Metal Working in Sub Saharan Africa' Journal of African History 35 (1994)
1-36; Minze Stuiver and N.J. Van Der Merwe, 'Radiocarbon Chronology of the Iron Age in Sub-Saharan Africa' Current Anthropology 1968.
Tylecote 1975 (see below)
[4] Chesi, G. & Merzeder, G. (2006). The NOK Culture: Art in Nigeria 2500 Years Ago
[5] "African Art nok Culture" (http:/ / www. fundacion. jimenez-arellanoalonso. uva. es/ en/ noken. htm). Retrieved January 16, 2009
[6] "New African/Black History Month", October 2006, (http:/ / www. africasia. com/ newafrican/ na. php?ID=1037& back_month=62).
Retrieved January 16, 2009

"wonderful information about the nok culture and a full description on terracotta figures, we would recommend it to
anyone", The New York Times
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